LAZY DAYS AND CAP GUN CIRCUITS’

POINTS PAYBACK POT
The Lazy Days Circuit and the Cap Gun Circuit would like to announce a new program for their 2018 shows.
Here’s how it works:
The object is to earn AQHA points.
Points will start to accumulate when the horse has been nominated. For example, if a horse is nominated the second day of
the circuit, any points that horse earned the first day will not be counted. Nominations will be open every day before the
first class of the day goes in the pen. All AQHA points will count including Rookie and Novice points.
To participate, $100.00 must be paid for the horse’s nomination for the circuits. The horse may be shown in different
divisions by multiple riders/exhibitors. The horse may be nominated for the Lazy Days Circuit and/or the Cap Gun
Circuit. The fee applies to both circuits. There is a total of eleven shows.
Both the Lazy Days and Cap Gun Circuits will add $.25 for every entry shown in both circuits. This includes all entries,
not just the entries of the nominated horses.
After both circuits all of the AQHA points earned by the nominated horses will be added up; the total sum of the added
money and nomination fees will be added up; the total amount of money will be divided by the total number of points of
nominated horses to determine the pay out per point. Lastly, a check for the amount earned by each horse will be sent to
the owner of each horse.
All added money and nomination fees will be paid back. There will be no money held back for administration costs
Because we have no history to share with you about the program, we used information from our last year’s shows to give
you an idea of the possibilities. Based on 2017 entries, both Lazy Days and Cap Gun together would have added about
$3,000 to the pool of payback money. This year, both Lazy Days and Cap Gun have each added a show, so if the entries
just remain the same, even more will be added. We will also be seeking sponsors for the program, so even more money
will be available. We hope this will be a fun, inclusive program for everyone who chooses to participate!

LAZY DAYS AND CAP GUN POINTS PAYBACK POT NOMINATION
HORSE’S NAME _________________________________ HORSE’S BACK NUMBER ___________
NAME OF OWNER _________________________________________
ADDRESS OF OWNER ______________________________________
______________________________________
OWNER’S EMAIL __________________________________________
OWNER’S PHONE NUMBER _________________________________
OWNER’S SS# ________________________________________________
(1099’s will be filed for owners earning more than $600.00)

